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Once again, our Top Legal Innovation Awards spotlight
quality, leading-edge work by attorneys and those who support
the profession. And while we know Midwest lawyers are a clever bunch who are often
underestimated, at first even we didn’t know how clever.

From breaking new ground at the intersection of law and entrepreneurship to developing
and fine-tuning technology and processes that simplify their work or that of their clients, these
honorees lead the next legal charge, clearing a path for those who follow.
It’s a privilege for our company to recognize these men and women who have made a unique
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EMERGING PRACTICE AREA

Anthony Luppino

University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law

W

hen former business and tax lawyer Tony Luppino made the move
from UMKC School of Law adjunct professor to full-time faculty
nearly two decades ago, he quickly realized that the gap between his
new home and the adjacent business school was far greater than the
campus walkway separating the next-door academic neighbors.
Bridging that gap with new business-planning and entrepreneurship courses
involving law and business students became a mission, as Luppino formed teams
with other faculty to promote such collaborations across academic units.
That interdisciplinary-first initiative has broadened to embrace computer science, engineering, public policy and other academic disciplines in projects-based
courses. Luppino particularly highlighted the inspiration and support for these endeavors from the Kansas City-headquartered Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
and its enduring commitment to entrepreneurship education.
By 2006, the professor — who now leads the law school’s entrepreneurship programs — had co-created with business and engineering faculty an interdisciplinary
course in Entrepreneurship & New Venture Creation. Since then, it has benefited
student and faculty entrepreneurs, innovation offices at universities, hospitals and
other research organizations, and prominent companies in the Kansas City region.
Those efforts grew to include courses in Entrepreneurial Urban Development and
Social Entrepreneurship Ventures, and coursework and projects at intersections of
law, technology and public policy that unite law and other academic disciplines.
The latter was spurred by a conference on Law Schools, Technology and Access to
Justice co-hosted by the UMKC School of Law and the Kauffman Foundation. It led to
the creation, with colleagues across the U.S. and beyond, of the Kauffman-supported Legal Technology Laboratory, a national consortium of educators and activists
seeking technology-assisted solutions to challenges in for-profit, social and civic
entrepreneurship and social justice.
Those collaborations don’t end upon graduation, either. Working on a model data-handling policy that started with the cities of Kansas City, Missouri; Kansas City,
Kansas; and the Unified Government of Wyandotte County has meant teaming up
with former students holding positions as chief innovation officers and technology
policy advisers across the country, from Kansas City to Seattle.
“Professor Luppino represents the epitome of an innovative academic attorney,”

said UMKC Law Dean
Barbara Glesner Fines.
“He was an early leader
in recognizing the need
for attorneys to work
with other professionals to harness technology effectively and ethically, and thus the need
to train law students in
these skills.
“[He] has led the nation in bringing law to
the table early in asAnthony Luppino
sessing the impact of
technological innovations in business, civil
and social entrepreneurship,” she added.
For Luppino, who also holds the titles of Rubey M. Hulen Professor of Urban Affairs and Senior Fellow with the UMKC Regnier Institute for Entrepreneurship &
Innovation, the benefits of those alliances are obvious.
“The lawyers alone wouldn’t be able to fashion digital-age policies without understanding the technology,” said Luppino, a former partner at what is now Lewis Rice,
who earned his J.D. from Stanford and an LLM in taxation from Boston University. “And
the technology students need to know the bounds of the law to make all this work.”
Luppino is quick to deflect credit to his colleagues — particularly former Dean
Ellen Suni for her support. He noted that she often remarked that teaching topics
where innovation accelerates far faster than the speed of annual textbook revisions
means that “we’re learning with the students at the same time.”
“Transformative technology is coming fast — some of it is already here — and
how do we keep up?” Luppino said.
— Alan Scher Zagier

EMERGING PRACTICE AREA

Patricia Williams
Lex Valorem

T

ake it from Patti Williams — sometimes it takes an insider to disrupt the
tried-and-true approach.
After more than two decades as a vice president and general counsel for
some of the biggest companies in St. Louis (most recently Peabody Energy
and SSM Health), Williams had what her no-holds-barred online bio calls a “disconcerting realization — she had spent the first 25 years of her career helping people
who were already very rich get even richer.”
This led to the 2017 creation of Lex Valorem, a St. Louis firm that uproots the traditional model of billable hours in favor of flat fees and monthly subscriptions. Its
mandate: providing business-intelligent solutions at a price that reflects the value
to the client, not the amount of time the lawyer spent.
“If you’re a lawyer in an outside firm and you believe you’re a revenue generator,
then you have misaligned yourself with your client completely because you are a
cost center,” she said, recounting her own experience as a buyer of legal services.
“Delivering legal services is inherently inefficient due to the variability in legal
issues. That inefficiency always seems to inure to the benefit of the hourly billing
outside firm,” she added.
With a focus on startups and entrepreneurs, Lex Valorem calls the Cortex Innovation District home, its office strategically located in a high-traffic area to generate
both visibility and walk-in traffic.
While those drop-in visits have ground to a halt amid the coronavirus outbreak,
Lex Valorem’s work has nonetheless caught the attention of the robust St. Louis
startup community.
“I’m a big fan of lawyers,” said Ron King, a longtime accounting professor, angel
investor and director of the Center for Experiential Learning at the Olin Business
School at Washington University in St. Louis. He enlisted Lex Valorem’s services for
App Notch, which converts websites to mobile applications.
“[Williams] started by listening to what the problem is, rather than by anticipating what we should be asking,” he said. “It’s really incentive-compatible, from my
point of view.”
Williams credits the executive MBA she earned from WashU in 2017 with propelling her own business idea. But as a former board member at companies including medical device manufacturer SynergeticsUSA (a public company) and privately

owned hydraulics manufacturer
Propulsys
Inc., she also brings to
the job a sense of business savvy and experience that can be hard to
find among many of her
peers, her clients and
colleagues said.
“She understands all
the problems and challenges [of running a
business] from all sides
Patricia Williams
better than anyone I’ve
ever seen,” said former colleague Brandon
Hall, now of Armstrong
Teasdale.
Lex Valorem’s other two attorneys bring similarly expansive resumes to the firm.
Business lawyer Vince Volpe doubles as an associate professor of management
at Saint Louis University’s Chaifetz School of Business, where he also is the former
director of the school’s Center for Entrepreneurship. Michael Curoe, also previously
with Peabody Energy, brings more than 30 years of in-house expertise, including
stints at Rabo AgriFinance and MetLife Insurance.
Upending the traditional business model isn’t necessarily Lex Valorem’s goal,
Williams said. The broader goal is to level the playing field, so to speak.
“A lawyer’s time is not worth more than yours. You shouldn’t have to pay for the
time it takes a lawyer to learn about you,” she tells her clients.
“If you invest the time to show us what you’re up to, the problems you want to
solve for your customers and how you plan to make money at it, we’ll show you how
to keep the legal stuff out of the way. You only pay for that last bit.”
— Alan Scher Zagier
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EMERGING PRACTICE AREA

STARTUP Lab
Spencer Fane

A

s co-founders of Highploom, a Kansas City startup that provides a nocode platform for customer-experience management for community
banks and credit unions, serial entrepreneur Hugh Khan and partner
Clayton Richardson had plenty on their plates.
That sprawling to-do list didn’t include much in the way of legal services — an
all-too-common oversight for early-stage technology companies in the throes of
product development.
“We’ve been heads-down with the product for two-and-a-half years, working
with deep technology,” Richardson said as the company prepared for an early 2021
launch. “We couldn’t afford to devote the time or the capital to legal work — and
probably would have found ourselves in serious trouble trying to raise money without establishing that legal framework and foundation.
“We were foregoing a lot of really important things — it just came down to time.”
He needn’t worry. As current participants in the Spencer Fane STARTUP Lab,
Highploom has a full suite of free legal services and strategic guidance at the ready
— not to mention a committed partner that is just as invested in the burgeoning
company’s success as its founders.
“There’s a sense of pride of ownership,” said Lab Co-chair Carly Duvall, who is
of-counsel at the firm and oversees the program with Spencer Fane Partner Patrick
McAndrews. “We get to work with a company from its infancy as it grows and develops. And honestly, we provide better legal services because of that.”
McAndrews points to his participation in Kansas City Tomorrow, a leadership
program sponsored by The Civic Council of Greater Kansas City, as the “catalyst” of
their effort. Duvall has also participated in KC Tomorrow. Both credit Spencer Fane
Chair and Managing Partner Patrick J. Whalen, an active Civic Council member, for
his strong support of the two-year-old program.
Each quarter, the lab selects a new company with which to collaborate during the
next three months. The lab provides foundational services, from articles of incorporation and vendor contracts to intellectual property reviews. Equally important, it
also matches participants with in-house Spencer Fane experts as well as potential
customers and collaborators in the broader greater Kansas City business and entrepreneurial communities.
“When Kansas City’s business community grows, our pool of prospective clients

grows,” McAndrews said. “We
want to build these startups
into Kansas City companies
that employ 100 or 150 people
here, and ideally we are their
law firm of choice.”
Word of the Lab’s success
Carly Duvall
spread quickly beyond the
firm’s home office. Efforts are
in place to replicate the effort
not only at Spencer Fane’s
southwest Missouri location in
Springfield but also in Denver
and Phoenix.
“There was always an intent
to grow it beyond the Kansas
City market,” Duvall said.
Kansas City program graduates include inaugural participant Helix Health, web
platform
TravelHive
and
Patrick McAndrews
self-storage platform Biin. The
2021 cohort kicks off with Pulmonaer Analytics, which is developing a mobile app for asthma patients.
At Highploom, Khan and Richardson said they were treated as well, if not better,
than the firm’s paying customers.
“It’s really a full engagement,” Khan said. “They told us they’d treat us like we had
them on retainer. And it’s been just that.”
— Alan Scher Zagier

Congrats to all of Missouri’s Legal Innovators!
Brett A. Emison
Honored for 2020 innovations in mass torts
litigation and law firm management

Representing seriously injured
individuals and their families

KANSAS CITY | LEXINGTON | SAINT LOUIS | CHICAGO
www.LangdonEmison.com | (800) 397-4910
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LAW FIRM BUSINESS CHANGES

COVID-19 Resource Center
Armstrong Teasdale

T

he global shift to work-from-home as the new normal rightfully consumed
the attention of Armstrong Teasdale leadership in the early days of the
COVID-19 outbreak.
Providing its lawyers with all of the tools they needed to work remotely
for the foreseeable future was challenging enough. Equally important was making
sure the firm’s clients had access to the torrent of rapidly changing information
needed to operate their own businesses — and thus, a mere 48 hours after that
sizable course correction, the firm’s COVID-19 Resource Center was born.
“We recognized that this was something that did not appear to be ending anytime
soon,” said Chief Marketing Officer Katie Davis. “We heard from our clients that they
wanted timely information. There was so much uncertainty out there. And people
were just hungry for accurate information.”
Still, the online portal — which Davis called “a strong collaboration among a team
of attorneys” — has exceeded the firm’s expectations since its mid-March rollout.
Stocked with contributions from nearly 60 attorneys, Armstrong Teasdale has issued an equivalent number of pandemic-related email advisories on topics ranging
from hosting virtual shareholder meetings in New York to OSHA updates and federal labor law guidelines.
The firm has hosted more than a dozen COVID-19 related webinars, attracting
more than 3,000 registrants to sessions on the pandemic’s impact on retailers, bars
and restaurants, homeowner associations and more. Those hungering for even
more information can subscribe to more frequent COVID-19 email alerts. Marketing
metrics show higher-than-typical open rates, fewer-than-typical requests to unsubscribe and overall higher levels of engagement, Davis noted.
“The speed with which the resource center came to life was impressive alone, and
the content engine it became in mere hours was business-altering for clients,” she
said. “The webinars became a sounding board for in-house counsel, HR professionals and even [chief financial officers] as they navigated deeply detailed (and sometimes difficult to interpret), constantly changing guidance and regulations.
“Clients across the country have commented that the quality of our content and

the appropriate brevity
made for practical guidance that was far superior to that of our competitors,” she added.
Among those satisfied clients: Nicki
Godare, senior vice
president for human
resources at Tacony
Corp., a St. Louis County-based manufacturer
and distributor of ceilKatie Davis
ing fans, lighting and
home and commercial
floor-care
products
with four U.S. locations.
She called both the firm and its resource center “a critical, trusted partner during a
time of uncertainty.”
Post-pandemic, Armstrong Teasdale expects the resource center to remain in
place, albeit with a more focused approach that looks ahead to the impact and implementation of recovery plans.
“We want to be looking forward,” Davis said. “What are the lasting impacts that
COVID-19 will have on our business, and how do we address those challenges?
That’s where we see this evolving.
“The lessons in being nimble and approaching different situations with a different lens — those will stay with the firm long-term.”
— Alan Scher Zagier

LAW FIRM BUSINESS CHANGES

“1990” brand-recognition campaign
Husch Blackwell

F

rom DOS computers to flip phones, the iconic imagery of 1990s America
has returned for one Missouri law firm.
“I was telling someone jokingly that anytime you can do an advertisement
for attorneys that uses Hacky Sacks and scrunchies, I think that’s a win,”
said Steve Dunn, a strategist with Husch Blackwell.
The retro visuals are part of a striking publicity campaign designed to highlight
the need to maintain an evolving perspective on real estate. The idea had its genesis
in a luncheon at which Husch Blackwell executives were looking for the best way to
communicate that fact with clients.
“It just hit us all like a bolt of lightning,” Dunn recalled. “You have your top three
expenses — people, technology and real estate — and you wouldn’t manage your
people and technology like you did 30 years ago. So why are you managing your
real estate the same way, which many companies are [doing]? It just really kind of
caught fire from that point.“
The campaign employs visual images drawn from the 1990s, including DOS desktop computers, a video game controller, VHS tapes, a Walkman, hair-tie scrunchies
and other items. Partners Melissa Smith-Groff and David Linenbroker, co-chairs of
the firm’s corporate real estate practice group, said it was designed to dramatize
a shift to a more dynamic perception of how to view real estate management that
clients might not even be thinking about.
“The campaign was really just highlighting something that we’ve been doing and
what we see our clients doing,” said Smith-Groff. “Really, if they’re not doing it, they
should be.”
Linenbroker said the impetus for the initiative came out of a survey of clients,
which found that some were not being especially proactive when it came to such
matters. Even very large companies were simply handling things by hiring service
providers on a piecemeal basis.
“If you were not positioned to take a broad view of your portfolio and manage
it with a team of advisors who understand your whole portfolio,” he said, “you are
probably missing a lot of the opportunities that are created by circumstances like
this in terms of going to your landlords and negotiating savings on your leases or

terminating leases.”
Husch Blackwell wanted to emphasize that the firm could add value by
being on the lookout for trends and
opportunities in a way that made their
clients’ business decisions less reactionary, Smith-Groff said.
“I am also seeing clients coming to us
because what they’re wanting to do is
plan for the future, based off what they
have existing,” she said, “and they’re
leveraging our market knowledge and
our experience to figure out how they
can take advantage of the current circumstances, whether it is office, retail
or what have you.”
The campaign, which has included
social media, digital and print, began
in September and is expected to continue for the next few months. Dunn
said a white paper on the topic also is
planned, noting that the clickthrough
rates on the ads are impressive.
“From a marketing and creative
standpoint, we certainly wanted to approach the market differently in a way
that had a message and narrative that
would resonate and also that would
grab attention,” he said.
— David Baugher

Steve Dunn

David Linenbroker

Melissa Smith-Groff
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LAW FIRM BUSINESS CHANGES

Brett Emison
Langdon & Emison

B

rett Emison hopes you don’t ever end up in his office.
“When people ask me what I do, I say I’m the kind of lawyer that you
never want to have to call,” noted Emison, a partner at Lexington-based
Langdon & Emison. “We’re dealing with folks who have lost loved ones,
who have become paralyzed or have been given a deadly disease like cancer. We
can’t put them back together again, but we can give them hope.”
Long recognized as a top personal injury firm, Langdon & Emison has been expanding that mission of hope for some time. Emison has been at the center of much
of that effort as head of the firm’s mass torts division, where it is seeing major
growth.
“Brett Emison has successfully led Langdon & Emison from being an exclusively
catastrophic personal injury firm into the rapidly expanding and highly competitive
world of mass torts,” his nominator wrote.
Indeed, the firm has become active in various class actions and multidistrict litigation matters. Emison said it soon will have five lawyers working in the division.
A native of Lafayette County, Emison was inspired by hearing “war stories” from
his dad, Kent, about battling giant corporations in court. He’s keeping up that tradition by taking on cases against outfits ranging from railroad companies to medical device manufacturers. He recently settled a number of General Motors ignition-switch cases.
“Probably our biggest tort right now,” he said, “is where we are working with
some other law firms in the Kansas City area on these business-interruption insurance claims representing small businesses who have had either to close down
completely or partially because of the COVID pandemic, and helping them with
their claims against their insurance companies for the business income loss that
resulted.”
A University of Missouri graduate and former clerk for state Supreme Court Judge
William Ray Price Jr., Emison has just finished serving as president of the Missouri
Association of Trial Attorneys. After a stint at a boutique business firm in Kansas
City, he came to Langdon & Emison in 2004. The mass torts division he now leads
was still in its infancy just five years ago.

His nominator also
mentioned the firm’s
support of the work of
attorneys Tricia Campbell, who has been
appointed to an MDL
steering
committee,
and Nicole Smith, described as “a leader in
the field of mass torts.”
The firm supports
both of them by funding their involvement
Brett Emison
in Women En Masse, a
group working to boost
female attorney participation in such matters.
“For too long, there’s been too many groups in the law that have been shut out
of leadership opportunities, and it’s about time that that gets remedied,” Emison
said, noting the importance of diversity in an organization pursuing suits involving
thousands of clients. “It takes a wide range of viewpoints to advocate for the folks
that we do.”
Of course, that’s what any good lawyer wants to do — give his or her client a voice
in court.
“I think it is being able to make real change for people,” he said. “When you have a
product, whether it’s a medical device or a pharmaceutical drug or some toxic contamination of something, the breadth of that harm is so widespread and it affects so
many families that, without this kind of litigation, that harm just goes on.”
— David Baugher

LAW FIRM BUSINESS CHANGES

Chief client officer role
Lathrop GPM/Jasmine Trillos-Decarie

I

t goes without saying that we live in uncertain times.
“The regulatory atmosphere is changing. The laws are changing. The access
to the courts is changing with COVID,” said Jasmine Trillos-Decarie. “How can
we proactively make sure that we have the right people in place to go to our clients and say, ‘Look, we feel you might have this problem, and you might encounter
this?’”
That’s not a question a traditional marketing person can answer. Trillos-Decarie,
however, is anything but a traditional marketer. Since October, she’s filled a new
role at Lathrop GPM — a role created and designed by the firm to bridge gaps and
apply a holistic approach to client service. As the firm’s new chief client officer, the
East Coast native said she hopes to create synergy with a foot in several different
parts of the firm.
“We interviewed a lot of great candidates, a lot of really talented people,” said
Lathrop GPM Managing Partner Cameron Garrison. “But it was when we met Jasmine that we knew we found the person who really was able to master all these
different areas and bring them together successfully.”
Those areas range from marketing and business development to communication,
knowledge management and pricing.
“They looked at it and said, what are all of the areas on the business side of a law
firm — not the attorney specifically — that touch and help the client from the day
they start to research us to find out ‘Hey, we have a legal problem. Who are we going
to work with?’” said Trillos-Decarie.
That means examining how the firm communicates, how it staffs a given matter,
how it collects feedback, whether it is prepared to meet new needs and what it
charges.
Trillos-Decarie isn’t an attorney herself. In fact, her original degree in environmental economics presaged a career path working against deforestation.
But after a stint at a New York City law firm where she worked in the business
development department, she became the director of marketing for a Boston firm.

Later came a move to
the Pacific Northwest,
where she served as a
chief client service officer.
Now, she looks for
ways to add value at
Lathrop GPM by keeping her finger on the
pulse of clients’ needs.
“What they did is —
rather than just making
this a typical marketing
role, [firm leaders] said
Jasmine Trillos-Decarie
we really want to put
the focus on the client
and give all of our clients a business-side
voice in the law firm that they can rely on to help make sure their goals are being
achieved and that the firm is well-positioned to help them in the long term,” she
said.
That proactive approach means there is never a dull moment.
“I really like being involved in all the different areas in the business of law, not just
marketing,” she said. “I like being involved in the knowledge management, the business-intelligence component of it. The pricing component I find really interesting.
“Every day you start off thinking you’re going to be working on X, Y and Z,” she
added, “and the next thing you know it’s A, B and C.”
— David Baugher
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NEW SERVICES OR PRODUCTS THAT SUPPORT MISSOURI’S LEGAL COMMUNITY

Uniform Process Based
Management System

Association of Legal Administrators/Gateway Chapter
Treasurer Kara Brostron

A

ttorneys who file well-researched briefs or make sparkling arguments
before a jury aren’t the only ones who make law firms a success.
They depend on a bevy of non-lawyer professionals to take on the endless series of logistical hurdles that keep their firms or organizations running. That’s the daunting challenge individuals like Kara Brostron take on every day.
“I think the big thing is that people don’t realize that law firms are a business,”
said Brostron, office manager of Lashly & Baer in St. Louis. “It is different than running just a regular run-of-the-mill business, but it is a profession.”
And it is a profession that requires support. That’s why Brostron is treasurer of
the Gateway Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators, a resource group
for legal management professionals and specialists. Founded in 1971, the ALA provides law management professionals with training and tools they need to do their
jobs effectively and share knowledge with one another.
Among the tools it recently has developed: the Uniform Process Based Management System, a comprehensive system of codes that encompass varied processes
needed to support the practice of law. The codes provide a standard framework
for legal operations to develop, implement and maintain successful management
and operations strategies, using a common language and approach across the legal
industry, Brostron said.
Prior to the system’s creation by the ALA, no universally recognized standard
existed for identifying, organizing and performing administrative and operations
processes within legal organizations, Brostron said.
The ALA also offers important educational and networking opportunities, and
the connections built by the latter provide a lifeline for its members.
“A lot of [my] knowledge was from the people I met at the association at the local
level and the international level,” said Brostron. “Being able to call anyone when
something came up while I was learning that stuff was essential for me.”
Debbie Elsbury, president of the association at the international level, agreed.
“I believe I would have quit my job years ago had it not been for this association,” said Elsbury, an administrator at an Indianapolis law firm. “I found ALA to be

that peer network that I
needed.”
Brostron, who has
been active in the St.
Louis-area
chapter
since 2009, said the association also offers a
certified legal manager
designation, which can
add value by recognizKara Brostron
ing a professional’s skill
set.
“That really showed
my firm that this association is so important to the firm to make wise decisions and move forward,” said Brostron who has
earned the honor herself.
Elsbury said Brostron has become a significant resource for others. In fact, she’ll
be chairing the organization’s annual conference next year.
“Her reach is far beyond the Gateway Chapter and the Saint Louis area,” Elsbury
said. “People have met Kara through her different leadership roles in the association, and there are any number of people who call and ask her questions. It is not
isolated to just those few who work down the street from her.”
Brostron said her chapter now represents about 80 professionals covering 50
firms, a network that during the COVID-19 pandemic has only grown more important to its members and the organizations that rely on them while they share best
practices and promote diversity and inclusion initiatives.
“We all communicate,” she said. “We all know what’s going on with each other to
make our lives as managers better.”
— David Baugher

NEW SERVICES OR PRODUCTS THAT SUPPORT MISSOURI’S LEGAL COMMUNITY

Guardian ad litem resource
platform
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner

H

aving a useful idea is good, but being able to spread it to others is when
you’ve truly made an impact.
“We just wanted to see if we could take a program we knew was working and expand it to where there was need,” said Christian Zust. “We came
up with a prototype that we’re very excited about. We think all the pieces are coming together very nicely.”
As innovation solutions director for law giant Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, Zust
has reason to be optimistic about the new initiative, which aims to use downloadable materials to help attorneys across Missouri act as guardians ad litem for children who need a voice in the legal system. The effort builds on a long-standing program that the firm has used to provide similar resources for its own lawyers.
That initiative clearly had been a success, said Zust, but it was limited in scope to
locations where BCLP had an office.
“The thought is, can we give others the tools they need to go into their local courts
and help in the same way?” he said.
That has meant taking existing training materials, guidance from expert lawyers
and other items and building online infrastructure that attorneys outside the firm
— and outside St. Louis — can use. Better access for professionals means better
access to the courts for youngsters in need.
The idea is still in the prototype phase and isn’t yet live, although the firm has
nailed down some of its fundamentals.
“Candidly, in the wake of the event in how all of the world has changed in 2020,
what we’re trying to do now is regroup and figure out the current lay of the land,”
said Zust, who has done guardian ad litem work. “What’s the best way to move forward, and do we need to make any tweaks to our prototype to better accommodate
whatever the cadence will be in the new normal as we emerge from the pandemic
[of] 2020?”
Zust said he hopes the initiative, when completed, will give more lawyers the

confidence they need to
volunteer.
“’[Lawyers say] I
want to help, but I need
to know that I can get
help if I need it.’ The
technology
platform
would give people a
window [to that expertise],” he said. “It just
really serves as reasChristian Zust
surance and security
that you are going to do
a really good job volunteering on behalf of the
child.”
The concept was introduced at the Global Legal Hackathon, an international
event whose St. Louis node is sponsored by BCLP. This year’s event represents the
second year the local incarnation has been held in the city — and much like the
effort to expand the guardian ad litem program, it endeavors to use technology to
create solutions.
“Basically what we do is that we invite anybody out in the community to come in,
and what happens on the first night is that people come with problems facing the
legal industry that haven’t been solved,” Zust said.
It is another way that BCLP works to increase access to justice, Zust said.
“How can we make it so that anybody can participate — not just folks who are in
a big firm and have access to the lawyer down the hall?” he said.
— David Baugher
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HB Vault

Husch Blackwell

W

hen it came to the time-consuming work of dealing with asbestos-related matters, it became clear to Husch Blackwell Partner Joe Kilpatrick and his colleagues that a more efficient means of case-management and analytics was necessary.
“The question came up: ‘Could we do better than the tools we are currently using?’” he said.
The firm initially considered purchasing software, but ultimately the answer lay
not in a third-party application. Why buy when you can create?
Thus, the HB Vault was born.
“It supplies a single view for our attorneys, clients and third parties to efficiently
consume matter-specific content and data,” said Gene D’Aversa, the firm’s senior
director of knowledge management and technology innovation. “This results in a
highly efficient, legal project-management matter plan that is delivered using highly effective and efficient workflows and processes.”
The Vault handles all aspects of matter management while storing all relevant
data and documents for cases. It also syncs with the firm’s proprietary e-billing portal. Kilpatrick said the primary goal was to combine an electronic case file with document management and a scheduling and deadline component. While he couldn’t
say for sure that such a product didn’t exist prior to the creation of the Vault, he said
the firm researched the concept.
“We could find different versions of products in programs that would have combinations of those things, but not all in a one-stop shop that was particularly designed
for the legal world,” he said.
That’s where the good work of the firm’s application-development architects
came in. They began by exploring the breadth of the project.
“That scoping phase was really critical because when our IT members were working on how to scale and build it out, they wanted to know so much about the users’
objects,” Kilpatrick said. “What is it you are actually trying to do from an input side,
from an information-flow standpoint and from the output side?”
Although the Vault originally was designed for use with asbestos matters, Kilpatrick said the firm already is discussing its other potential applications in differ-

Bryan Cave
Leighton Paisner L
QPV

ent areas. The Vault eventually
may help lawyers dealing with
everything from litigation to
intellectual property.
Its key benefit: It conveniently displays everything
an interested party wishes to
Joseph Kilpatrick
know about a case on a single
screen. That could contribute
to a boost in productivity for
its users, who don’t have to
click between programs.
“Efficiency breaks down
even measured in matters of
seconds or minutes,” Kilpatrick said. “I’m switching between platforms and not seeing it integrated as a whole.
At the micro level, that’s just
small units of time, but it adds
up when you are multiplying
it over thousands of instances and thousands of transacGene D’Aversa
tions.”
The Vault even offers a feature that generates reports,
but it is good for viewing single case files as well.
“At that stage, what you are looking at is the complete picture for that claim,”
Kilpatrick said. “You can drill down on the data side through a series of different
screens to see the types and categories of data that are of use to you.”
— David Baugher
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